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ABSTRACT
The potential of a new class of multifunctional photonic circuits is demonstrated by femtosecond laser micro-machining
and inscription of micro-optical structures, such as ring and disk resonators, Mach-Zehnder interferometers, and
microfluidic devices, in a flexible flat-fibre chip. Additional filling of surface channels with functional materials is
employed towards sensing applications. Furthermore, direct write femtosecond-laser inscribed Bragg gratings were
written in the Ge-doped core of flat-fibre enabling a number of relevant applications. The flat-fibre platform offers a
unique degree of freedom by allowing surface and sub-surface devices to be integrated onto an a single optical chip with
the potential for straightforward incorporation into integrated photonic circuits or optofluidic devices.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

There is immense interest in developing enabling technologies for potential use in smart structures, integrated photonic
circuits and devices for use in optofluidics, and where the availability of a flexible, optically-flat, glass fibre would offer
a means to incorporate all the advantages of densely packed planar chips, with the many advantages afforded by optical
fibres. A waveguiding glass substrate or flat optical fibre chip is inherently compatible with optical fibres, sharing all the
advantages of the cylindrical glass optical fibres, such as the ability to withstand high ambient temperatures, a
chemically inert host material, but having a large flat surface area allowing for material processing. Coupled with low
manufacturing costs, these flexible chips can prove to be a key technology applied to disposable high-end sensing
devices or fully distributed point sensors.

Here we present experimental investigations into creating novel structures (such as microfluidic channels, ring
resonators, etc.) using a direct write approach and femtosecond laser micromachining on this new flat-fibre platform.
We have successfully demonstrated the use of femtosecond laser micro-machining and inscription of different microoptical structures, such as ring and disk resonators, Mach-Zender interferometers, in addition to a complex microfluidic
devices, in a flat fibre optical chip. The inscribed structures are subsequently filled with active polymers and other
materials that could be employed for various applications. Furthermore, direct write femtosecond-laser inscribed Bragg
gratings have been written in the Ge-doped core of the flat-fibre. The morphology of the fabricated structures has been
characterized using optical microscopy and 3D optical profilometry.
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2.

THE FLAT FIBRE PHOTONIC PLATFORM

Flat fibre1 samples were provided by the Optoelectronics Research Centre, University of Southampton and they
exhibited a planar germanosilicate core of ~8µm height, in order to have a good mode matching with the conventional
SMF-28, and also single mode operation at 1550nm. The width of the samples measured to be ~1.1mm. The cross
section of the initial unpolished fiber is shown in Figure 1 and had thickness of 390µm.

Figure 1. (a) Optical image of the cross-section of flat fiber using 4x objective. (b) Optical image focused on the core of the fiber
using 20x microscope objective. (c) Calculated fundamental guiding mode at 1.55 µm wavelength. (d) Near-field image of the
fiber out of light coupling and (e) in light coupling

Using a commercially available mode solver (RSoft BPM) the fundamental guiding mode of the flat fiber was calculated
to exhibit an effective refractive index neff = 1.45068. The mode profile is shown in Figure 1(c) while Fig. 1 (d) and (e)
shows the end facet of the fiber before and after coupling the light to the core of the fiber. It should be emphasized that
the fiber exhibited single mode guidance at 1550nm. However, the capture of the near-field pattern of the fundamental
mode was not possible without an IR camera.
In order to have easier access to the core the fiber, we also used modified flat fibers polished down to ~45µm distance
from the planar core. In Figure 2 below it is shown the cross-section of the polished fiber we also used in our
experiments. Samples were glued in a microscope slide to avoid any undesired movement, and mounted in a single XYZ
stage during the inscription process. The lengths of all the used samples (both polished and unpolished) were about ~1-2
cm long.

Figure 2. Cross section of the polished flat-fiber with remaining overcladding of approximately 50 µm from the center of
core.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL

This section presents the experimental results from the femtosecond lased based inscription of several structures in flatfibre demonstrating the potential for the integration of many diverse optical devices such as ring and disk resonators,
Mach Zehnder interferometers, and Bragg gratings in combination eventually with microfluidic channels. Structures
were written with different condition and at varying depths. Surface structures and channels were also filled with
different materials like PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) and PVK (poly-N-vinyl carbazole) polymers with a modified dipcoating technique.

3.1 Femtosecond laser micromachining system
The femtosecond laser inscription system2 is based on an infrared femtosecond laser with ~300fs laser pulses at
~1030nm wavelength. The repetition rate of the laser can be adjusted from 1 – 100kHz according to user requirements.
The laser beam passes through a shutter and is focused with a 50x objective lens. Using a CCD camera, we could
monitor in real-time the inscription of the structure at the surface of the silica substrate or flat-fiber. The sample (flatfiber) was mounted on a silica substrate (perpendicular to the machining lens) and then placed in an XYZ micro-position
stage and subsequently on a subnanometer precision XY air-bearing stage system (Aerotech). The Z axis of the system
could be controlled using another highly precise translation stage

3.2 Ring resonator inscription in the flat-fiber
A number of ring resonators, sub-surface and also on the surface of flat fibre were inscripted in polished samples. The
following structures are created at the edge of the fiber where there is the possibility of filling the structures with an
active material afterwards. Figure 3 shows two resonators structures fabricated by different number of writing steps,
the first (top) resonator by one step writing while the other by 10 repeats of inscription. The widths of the channels are
~10µm and the diameter of the ring 100µm. The number of repeats affects the inscription width and despite the fact that
the pre-default distance between the channel and the ring was defined at 5µm, it is clear that for the case of 10 repeats
the channel collapsed with the ring creating different features. The energy used for the inscription was ~6.7µJ/pulse at
100 kHz repetition rate while the inscription speed was 50µm/sec. The measured depth of the first resonator was ~9µm
while in the second resonator was ~15µm.

Figure 3. Two ring resonators in the top surface of the fiber inscripted with different number of writing steps

For the second ring structure with the collapsed channel-ring separation section it was performed 3D profilometer
measurements, after filing the structure with water in order to assess structure's geometrical properties.

Figure 4. View of inscribed ring resonator when partially filled with water.

Furthermore, we inscribed five cascaded ring resonators starting the inscription from the surface of the fiber going down
to the cladding of the fiber at depths of 5, 10 and 20 µm in order to investigate the possibility of creating the structures
several microns under the surface. The following Figure 5 shows optical images (all focused on the surface of the fiber)
of the inscribed resonators at different depths. The last two resonators (bottom image) show the difference between the 5
and 10 times repeat of inscription.

Figure 5. Inscription of 5 cascaded ring resonators at different inscription depths (surface, 5, 10 and 20 µm -sub-surface).
The last two resonators inscribed 5 times and 10 times respectively.

3.3 Disk resonator inscription
By creating many homocentric circles with decreasing diameter and in a very short distance between them in a such way
of overlapping, it was also fabricated a disk resonator structure. All the parameters of the laser and the characteristics of
the disk remained the same as for the ring resonators structures writing.. Figure 6 shows the optical image of the disk
resonator and the corresponding 3D image from the profilometer. Filling the disk area with sensitive materials of
appropriately high refractive index could lead to resonant type sensing devices on the flat fibre.

Figure 6. (a) Optical image of the disk resonator. (b) 3D image from the profilometer.

3.4 Mach-Zehnder interferometer inscription
Another structure of increased importance for sensing or telecommunication applications is the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. Below in Figure 7 it is shown the optical microscope images of two Mach-Zehnder interferometers
defined on the top surface of the fibre. The laser energy was 3.5µJ/pulse and the speed of inscription 50µm/sec. The 3D
image from the profilometer indicates smooth transition to the two arms of the Mach-Zender. Furthermore, by repeating
the inscription several times it was achieved a better quality channel, free from any undesired debris material. It should
be noted that those channels were filled with PDMS, in order to verify that the drop-casting technique is a proper
method for filling the micro machined channels with the desired material each time, suitable for specific applications3.

Figure 7. Optical images of two Mach-Zender interferometers. The top structure made using 1 inscription while the bottom
with 5 repeats. Profilometer 3D image demonstrating the structures' quality (Right)

3.5 Direct Bragg grating inscription in flat-fibre's planar core
Here is presented also the inscription of a 2nd order Bragg Grating in a surface polished flat-fibre using femtosecond
laser pulses. The pulse energy was reduced down to 1.6 µJ/pulse and the repetition rate was changed to 1kHz. Figure 8
shows the response of a Bragg grating inscribed in the Ge-doped core of the fiber that was 33µm under the polished side
of the fibre. The length of the grating was around 8mm and the period ~1.1µm.

Figure 8. Bragg grating spectrum of the flat fibre.

3.6 Fabrication of microfluidic structures
Several surface microfluidic channels and structures were also fabricated as a demonstration of the potential of the flat
fiber to accommodate such diverse and complex structures. The design of the microfluidic device constitutes of three
inputs, a sinewave-like channel for the delay of the fluids and a block of channels for liquid mixing. The laser energy
was 6.7 µJ/pulse at 100kHz repetition rate.

Figure 9. Optical images of the microfluidic device on the top surface of the flat- fiber.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

Flat fibre appears to be a promising new optical platform combining the advantages of flexible long length silica fibers
together with increased lateral and vertical dimensions allowing thus the development of combined integrated circuits
with enhanced functionality. By the use of femtosecond laser micromachining and direct writing techniques we
presented experimental investigations towards the development of integrated structures such as microfluidic channels,
ring resonators and disks, Mach-Zehnder interferometers' and also Bragg gratings in flat fibres. The availability of such
diverse photonic structures in a single optical chip could allow the development of advanced devices, and especially
microfluidic based biosensing systems as they could be supported by the presence of those ultra sensitive resonant
structures acting as detection/response interrogators, over a relatively long length available by the flat fibre.
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